A f+ a(x) = C aixi i=O is trivially an isomorphism between R, and the algebra of all circulant n x n matrices over F. In this isomorphism, the polynomial corresponding to AT (the transpose of A) is *--l i=O This polynomial will be denoted by a(~)~, or in case of need, by a(~)~(~). Clearly a(~)~ = a(~"-~) mod xn -1.
The matrix equations A = AT and AAT = E imply and are implied by the corresponding polynomial equations a(x) = a(x)r and a(x) a(~)~ = 1 mod X" -1. We adopt the matrix terminology, and say that a polynomial is symmetric if it satisfies the first equation, and orthogonal if it satisfies the second. An orthogonal polynomial is necessarily invertible in R,, that is, regarded as a polynomial of F[x] it is prime to xn -1.
Let G,, , S,, , 0, denote respectively the groups of invertible, invertible and symmetric, and orthogonal polynomials in R, .
1. n PRIME TO p Since p = 2 is somewhat simpler we do this case first, but keep the notation as general as possible. Let x" -1 = (x -1) fir;:(x) i=l be the decomposition of xn -1 into distinct irreducible factors over F. We note that P -1 has no multiple zeros since n is prime top. is also an irreducible factor of xn -1. It may happen that&(x) = h*(x); the degree offi is then necessarily even, say ki = 2q , and a-l = aP'". We arrange the j&c) so that fi ,...,ft have this property (fO = x -1 is a special case, since f. = fO* but the degree of SO is odd), and arrange the where u = (r + t)/2, We can now state the theorems which are proved in this section. Let GYi be the minimal ideal generated by (x" -l)lfi(x), and @,, the minimal ideal generated by (x" -1)/(x -1). R, is a semisimple algebra, so that direct sum, and every ideal in R, is the direct sum of a subset of the 0& . The methods of this section depend crucially on this fact, so of course cannot be used when n is divisible by p.
Let E&x) be the idempotent (multiplicative unit) of & [2] :
#=O Proof of 1.1. g(x) E G, e g(x), xn -1 relatively prime * g(x) is not contained in any proper ideal of R, . Thus
where a,(x) is a non-zero element of GYi . The number of choices for a,(x) is (p"i -1) where ki is the degree of h(x), and I G, I = fi (P" -11, i=O which is equivalent to the statement of 1.1. For 1.2 and 1.3 we need some extra information. The mapping a(x) ---f a(x)">T sends the set of primitive idempotents onto itself; thus Ei(X)T = E?(X).
Let 01 be a zero of the irreducible factorf;(x).
The map x -+ 01 of R, onto F[Lx] = GF(p"i) induces an isomorphism of & onto F[cx] and maps G& + *+* + .c&-~ + f&+r + ... + G& onto 0 [3] .
We note that a(x)r goes into a(~'). Iffi(x) = fi*(x), 6& contains pci + 1 such polynomials.
Proof. In the first case, a(~-') = 0, so we cannot have a a(a) a(&) = Ei e
In the second case, a(x) u(x)' = Ei(x) if and only if U(U) Us" = 1, or u(cx)~'*+~ = 1. There arepQ + 1 such elements in GF(p2"i).
We suppose the E, to be numbered so that El .*a E, have the property Ei = EiT (E, has this property) and arrange the others in pairs, Ei + EjT, j= t + l,..., U. We have 1 = i Ei + i (Ej + Ej=). There are (p -1) choices for a, , pc" -1 choices for ui , i > 1 (1.6) and p@ -1 choices for the pair b,(x), b,(x)'. Hence
Proof of 1.3. Suppose g(x) g(x)' = 1. As before set
The number of choices for aa is 1 (namely, E,(x)) and for ai( i > 1 is pc* + 1 (1.7). &,(x)= is the unique inverse of C&(X) in &; thus there are (pdj -1) choices for the pair C&(X), C&(X). We have then
o,ns,= 1.
Proof. Let g(x) E 0, n S, , and decompose g(x) as usual as
We have then:
Since cZ~ is the field GF(2"i), the only solution of these last two equations is ai = Ei , C&(X) = Ej . Thus The minimal ideals corresponding to (x -1) and (x + 1) each contain (p -1) symmetric polynomials, and two polynomials such that a(x) a(x)" is the unit of the ideal. for n even,
The above methods are probably unnecessarily refined if all that is required is the order of G, , S, , 0,. There is however some justification for them. It is clearly possible to count the polynomials of various kinds which he in an ideal cpd of R, but in no proper subideal of ot; and thus, for example, enumerate circulant matrices of various kinds by rank. Moreover, we have essentially described a method for constructing all invertible, symmetric invertible, orthogonal matrices of given size.
n = sp
Let I, be the ideal R+,(x* -1). 1, is completely characterized by any of the following statements, each of which will be useful: Proof. u(y) is invertible in R, if and only if the corresponding coset {a(x) + I,> is invertible in R,Jf, . This means that every member of the coset is invertible in R, .
Since 1 I, [ = p(@)p, the proof is complete.
We are now compelled to use the notation u(x)~~~~ for the polynomial CTZt a,& and u(y) T(s) for the polynomial CJIt as-iyi. At this point the parity of p makes a great deal of difference. The case p f 2 is easier, so we do that first.
For p + 2 define the following subsets of 1, . Proof. We give the proof for C,; that for D, is paralIe1 with obvious modifications.
The number of a(x) E R, such that a(x) = a(~)~ is pa, where i 1 + @P -1X-4 SP odd, a = i2 + (sp -2)/2, sp even.
We note that the parity of sp depends only on the parity of s. We impose on the polynomial a(x) = a(x)= the conditions to make it belong to 1, , namely, Since u(y) is invertible in R, the number of non-zero U, is odd. Thus exactly one of u, , u,/~ is zero, and one case is converted into the other by multiplication by ysi2. For exactly half the choices of u(y) E S, the corresponding coset(a(.x) + 1) contains a symmetric polyno~al of R, . We finally have Since I," = 0, discard products ofp or more elements of I,;
15 after a finite number of iterations, w is expressed as a power series in r, rT. We illustrate forp = 3:
As an example, we construct a sufficient number of elements of O,, (mod 2).
OX, has order 12.16. a(x) E 0, implies $a{x) E 0, , so it is sufTicient to find 16 polynomials ai(x) of O,, such that a&) f xsaj(x) mod(x"2 + 1). 0, has order 12, and consists of the polynomials yi, yi(y + y2 + y3 + y*+y5)mody6+
1. Since 1 is always an orthogonal polynomial, the orthogonal polynomials in (1 + I,,) are just the set (1 + C,,>.
c(x) = x + x2 + x3 -i-x4 + x5 is not orthogonal in RI,; but 
